NEW! DCC™-MT3 MODULAR TOOL BOXES - CUSTOMIZE TO THE MAX

Optional Modular Toolboxes can be easily configured for added versatility. Accessory Kits include hooks, shelves and dividers.

**DCC™-MT3 ADVANTAGES**
- Wider, taller side access doors – up to 29% more entry space
- Reinforced super cage infrastructure – 17% stronger than our standard
- LEER's first all-aluminum truck cover with modular toolbox capability

**LEER MODULAR TOOL BOX ADVANTAGES**
- Movable, sturdy, modular tool boxes allow endless configurations for your application
- 20 gauge galvanneal steel with a white powder-coat finish – 20% heavier than our standard tool box

**MODULAR TOOL BOX OPTIONS**
- **Option MT3-A** Tool Box
- **Option MT3-B** Tool Box with Full Shelf Kit
- **Option MT3-C** Tool Box with Full Shelf Kit and One Bottom Divider
- **Option MT3-D** Tool Box with One Full Shelf Kit, One Upper and One Bottom Divider
- **Option MT3-J** Tool Box with One Half Shelf Kit and One Center Divider
- **MT3-J** Tool Box Shown with Optional Dividers
LEER® DCC™-MT3 FEATURES

- Improved, TIG Welded “Super Cage” Integrated Roof Construction
- Modular Tool Box for Added Versatility
- Larger Opening Side Doors with Gas Props
- .035 Exterior Smooth Skin Aluminum
- Stainless Steel Drop T-Handles & BOLT Locks with “One Key” Technology
- 12V Fuse Box
- Exterior Mounted LED Third Brake Light
- Heavy Duty Aluminum Base Rails
- Black Trim
- White Trim
- Commercial Cap Structural Reinforcement
- 5-Year Color & Finish Limited Warranty

**CHOICE OF AVAILABLE COLORS**
- .035 YZ White (Ford)
- .035 Polar White
- .035 Black
- .035 Dove GreY

**FACTORY INSTALLED AUTOMOTIVE PAINT**
- Axalta Base Coat/Clear Coat
- ChromaPremiere® Automotive Paint

**FRONT**
- Solid Front Wall (No window)
- Rectangular Front Picture Window (Stationary or slidding)
- Radius Front Picture Window (Stationary or slidding)
- Window Security Screen (Available for rectangular picture windows only)

**REAR**
- Solid ½ Rear Lift Door with Gas Props, Contoured Door Skirt, Stainless Drop T-Handle & BOLT Lock
- Rear Radius Picture Window for ½ Door
- Double Full Doors Flush Mount with Stainless Drop T-Handle & BOLT Lock
- Two Long Radius Windows for Full Doors
- Single Full Door Flush Mount with Stainless Drop T-Handle & BOLT Lock – Left Side Hinge
- Rear Radius Picture Window for Single Full Door
- Hatchback Full Door with Stainless Drop T-Handle & BOLT Lock
- Rear Radius Picture Window for Hatchback Full Door
- Window Security Screen
- Metal Skin Full Interior Height (Hatchback, half, double & single doors)
- Exterior Mounted LED Third Brake Light with Back-up Camera (Required on 2015+ & newer)

**SIDE DOOR**
- Double Full Length Solid Side Doors with Stainless Steel Drop T-Handle & BOLT Lock
- Side Door Windows
- Side Door Metal Skin Interior
- Solid Sides (No doors or windows)
- Double Doors with Stainless Steel Drop T-Handle & BOLT Lock (8’ Units only) (DCC-MT3 4’/DCC 40’)
- Side Door with Stainless Steel Drop T-Handle & BOLT Lock (6’ Units only) (DCC-MT3 69”/DCC 66”)
- Radius Side Window 12” x 14” or Smaller
- Radius Side Sliding Window
- Window Security Screen
- Full Side Wall Metal Skin Interior

**TOOL BOX SHELF/DIVIDER**
- Modular Tool Box

**INTERIOR LIGHTING/POWER**
- Interior Wire Loomed & Secured
- 12V LED Tube Light – 20” & 42” with Prop Switch
- 12V Dome Light Gas Prop Switch (One switch per door)
- 12V Three Outlet Power Block

* = Standard Equipment  = Optional

“Prime Design” and Kargo Master racks not available for install on Wedge built Commercial Aluminum Units. DECKED is available for full-size short, full-size extra short and mid-size truck beds.

---

**DCC-MT3 TOOL BOX SHELF & DIVIDER OPTIONS:** Please specify driver or passenger side for tool box configurations.

---

**DCC-MT3 MODULAR TOOL BOX ACCESSORY KITS:** Shown with shelf kits and dividers, (sold separately). Includes mounting hardware.

---

**DCC-MT3 CAP HEIGHTS**
- Compact: 20’ – 23’ 26’ 30’ 36’
- Full Size: 23’ – 26’ 30’ 36’ 40’
- Super Duty: 26’ – 30’ 36’ 40’

**WEDGE OPTIONS** (Heights Low to High)
- Compact / Full Size: 23’ – 26’
- Compact / Full Size: 23’ – 30’
- Compact / Full Size: 23’ – 36’
- Super Duty: 26’ – 30’
- Super Duty: 26’ – 36’

**DCC-MT3 SIDE DOOR DIMENSIONS**

---
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